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On the Boundedness of Multipliers, Commutators
and the Second Derivatives of Green’s Operators

on H1 and BMO

DER-CHEN CHANG* - SONG-YING LI**

Ann. Scuola Norm. Sup. Pisa Cl. Sci. (4)
Vol. XXVIII (1999), pp. 341-356

Abstract. Let Q be a bounded domain in R’~ . Let A (x ) = (a j k (x ) ) be an n x n
symmetric matrix such that ajk E and A ln for a.e. x E Q
with 0  ~,  A  oo. Let the Green operator be the solving operator of the
Dirichlet problem En = f in S2 with u = 0 on aS2. In this

.

axj axk 
paper, we give sufficient, and almost necessary conditions on the smoothness of
ajk and so that the second derivatives of the Green’s operator are bounded

from into and bounded into 

Mathematics Subject Classification (1991): 42B25, 46E15 (primary), 35J25
(secondary).

1. - Introduction

Let Q be a bounded domain in with boundary. Let A = (ajk) be an
n x n symmetric matrix with coefficients ajk E satisfying the following
condition:

(l.l) and 0  ~. ~ A  oo.

A fundamental question of whether the Dirichlet problem for the elliptic equa-
tion :

n a2u
(1.2) u = 0 on aSz(1 2) ajk(x) 

axj axk 
f in03A9 u= 0 on

has a unique solution in when f E has not been completely
solved. For the case p = 2, G. Talenti [T] showed that (1.2) has a unique
solution u E W2,2(Q) if f E L2 (S2) provided satisfies a geometric condition.

* The author is supported in part by the NSF grant DMS9622249.
* * The author is supported in part by the NSF grant DMS9705731.
Pervenuto alla Redazione 1’ 8 giugno 1998 e in forma definitiva il 26 febbraio 1999.
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It is also known that the answer to the question is negative when p is large.
Recently, F. Chiarenza, M. Frasca and P. Longo made great contribution to

this problem in their several published papers (see [CFL1, 2] and reference
therein). They posed very natural conditions on aij. In particular, they proved
that if aij E VMO(Q), then (1.2) has a unique solution u E W2’P(Q) for all

and 1 poo.
The main purpose of the present paper is to study the limiting cases of

p in the above theorem. Following the definitions in [CKS] and [CDS], we
let denote the local Hardy space with all local I-atoms supported in
Q, and denote the Hardy space which is the restriction of the local

Hardy space in Q; and corresponding definitions for and

BMOr(S2) (see definitions in Section 3). Let G[ f ] be the Green’s operator
of (1.2) if it exists. We search for a natural condition on ajk so that the

operators j, k = 1,..., n, orginally defined on Co (S2), can be extended
j k

as bounded operators from into and into 
An example in Section 3 shows that aij satisfies at least logarithmic smoothness,
more precisely, aij E (see Definition 2.1 ). As we shall show in Section
3, a slightly stronger and well-known condition than logarithmic smoothness is
the Dini’s condition. One of our main results is that = 1,..., n, isaxj axk
bounded both from to and from B M Oz (Q) to BMOr(Q) when
aij satisfy the Dini’s condition (Theorem 3.4). It is clear that the 1 assumption
on a S2 is the best condition so that a2Gr * is bounded from B M O Z (S2) to

I J 
-

However, it is not the minimum smoothness assumption for the H 1

case. In fact, in [CKS], a natural question was posed: what is the possible best
smoothness assumption on 8 Q so that j, k = 1,..., n is bounded from

J k
to when G is the Green’s operator for the Laplacian? Various

answers were given in [JK] (a counterexample for H 1 ) and [KL] (it is shown
at least Cn(1lp-I) for H p, p  It is known from [JK] that the above
operator is not bounded from HzI (Q) to Hl (SZ) if we merely assume that a S2
is C . A slightly stronger condition than C 1 which one can expect is that Q
has a defining function p so that ~p satisfies the Dini’s condition on 8Q. The
second purpose of this paper is to prove that 1, ... , n is bounded

axj axk
from to with such an assumption on (Theorem 4.1). In

order to prove Theorems 3.4 and 4.1, we first give some characterizations on f
so that the multiplication operator M f and commutator [M f, TK] (of M f and a
Calderon-Zygmund operator TK induced by the kernel K ) are bounded on H 

1

and B M O on a space of homogeneous type. The results along this direction
will be given in Section 2.

We remark that the method of the present paper works for the Neumann

problem on either. We leave the details to interested readers. We

would like to thank Galia Dafni for many inspiring conversations and valuable
comments.
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2. - Boundedness of Commutators on H 1 and B M O

Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let d be a quasi-metric
on X. A ball B(x; r) centered at x E X with radius r &#x3E; 0 with respect to d
is defined as follows: B(x; r) = {y e Z : d(x, y)  r}. Let it be a positive
regular measure on X. We say that is a space of homogeneous type if
there is a constant y &#x3E; 1 such that

(i) = 0 and 0  r))  oo for all x E X and all r &#x3E; 0;
(ii) A satisfies the "doubling property", i. e., 2r)) ~ r)) for all

x E X and all r &#x3E; 0.

Let f E We define the maximum mean oscillation on balls with
fixed radius r as follows:

where fB~x;r) _ r)) 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (X,~,~) be a space of homogeneous type and let

f E We define

(i) f e B M O (X ) if

(ii) f c VMO(X) if f E BMO(X) and M(r, f ) = 0.

(iii) f E LMO(X) if

Now we may define the atomic H 
1 
space as follows.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X, d, p) be a space of homogeneous type. We say
a is an atom if either a E L~(X) with II a II L2 = 1 or if there is a ball B such
that supp (a ) C B and
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Then the atomic Hardy space is defined as follows:

with norm

Here the infimum is taken over all possible atomic decomposition for the func-
tion u. Then (H’)* = BMO and (VMO)* = H’ 1 (see Chapter IV in Stein
[St]). Notice that we add L2 functions to the definition of Hardy space H 1 and
restrict BMO space as a subspace of L2 which produces the same spaces when

 oo (see Coifman and Weiss [CW]). When &#x3E;(X) = oo, our H 1 and
BMO are different from the classical H 1 and BMO (see Nakai and Yabuta
[NY]). However, we are mainly interested in applications of results in this sec-
tion to the Dirichlet problem on a bounded domain Q c R’ in this paper.
Therefore, it is harmless for us to consider the case  oo here.

Let M4,(f) = q5 . f be the multiplication operator. Imitating the method in
Stegenga [S], we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.3. Let (X, d, J1) be a space of homogeneous type. Then the follow-
ing assertions hold.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let (X, d, tt) be a space of homogeneous type. A mea-
surable function K : X x X B {x = y } - (C is said to be a standard Calder6n-
Zygmund kernel if there exist e &#x3E; 0 and 0  C  oo such that (2.4) and (2.5)
hold. We say K is a semi-standard Calder6n-Zygmund kernel if (2.4) and (2.6)
hold. Here

and

for all z E B(y ; 6) and x ~ B(y; 23).

Next, we will link the multiplication operator Mp with singular integral
operators. Let TK be a singular integral operator with a kernel function y).
Then we denote by Cp = [MO, TK = MPTK - TKMO, the commutator of Mo
and TK.
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THEOREM 2. 5. Let (X, d, JL) be a space of homogeneous type with kt(X)  00

and let K be a semi-standard Calder6n-Zygmund kernel so that TK is bounded on
L 2 (X ) . Then
(i) If 4) E L M O (X ) then Cp is bounded from into 

(ii) Assume that for any Xo E X and 6 &#x3E; 0 we have

E and Co is bounded from H 1 (X ) to L 1 (X) then q5 E
LMO(X).

(iii) If K is a standard Calderon-Zygmund kernel and 0 E L M O (X ) n L °° (X ) then
Co : --~ - B M O (X ) are bounded.

This theorem was proved by Stegenga [S] for X = T, the unit circle, and
later generalized by Li [L] when X is the unit sphere. We can use the methods
in [S] and [L] to obtain our result. We will leave the details to interested
readers. 

3. - Green’s operator on and 

Let Q be a bounded domain in with 1 boundary. In this section, we
will consider the estimates for the second derivatives of the Green’s operator for
Dirichlet problem (1.2) in the Hardy class H 1. Since our operator has variable
coefficients, we have to restrict to the local Hardy spaces. Let us first recall
some definitions from [CKS]. Let be the set of all integrable functions
in Q which is a restriction of local Hardy in I~n with infimum norm of all

possible extensions. This is the "biggest" Hardy space that can be defined on
the domain Q. We also have the "smallest" version of local Hardy space defined
on Q : H,’(Q). This is the atomic Hardy space with all atoms supported in Q.
A natural problem related to the H 1 estimates is the B M O estimate. In order
to round out the picture, we need a C. Fefferman type duality theorem for the
Hardy space Corresponding to and we let 
be the space consisting of all functions f with

and let = { f E supp(f) C It was proved in [C]
that: = BMOz(Q) and HZ (SZ)* = BMO,.(Q).
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In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we need the function
space LMO over S2 . We say f E if f E L 1 (Q) and

where

REMARK 1. The space defined above has an atomic decomposition
also. In order to do this, following the definitions in [CKS], we consider two
different kind of Hrl atoms. A bounded, measurable function a(x) supported
on a ball B c Q is called a type (a ) 1-atom if = 0 with 1,

and fB a(x)dx = 0.
We call a(x) a type (b) I-atom if either diam(B) &#x3E; 1 or 2B n = 0

and 48 n 8Q # 0 and the size condition I B I 1 (but not necessary the
moment condition) is satisfied. 

For f E has an atomic decomposition

with

Let Q be a bounded domain in R’ with 1 boundary. Let A (x ) = (ajk) be
an n x n matrix with coefficients in L ’ (Q) satisfy the condition ( 1.1 ). Assume
that the Dirichlet problem of elliptic equation (1.2) has a uniqe solution G[ f ].
We shall search for a natural condition on ajk so that is bounded on.1 axj axk

and 

Let us start with the following simple example.
EXAMPLE 1. Let Q be a bounded domain in with C2 boundary. Let

4) E such that 0  ~,  ~ (x)  A for almost every x E Q. Assume that

aij (z) = Let G [ f] be the solution operator of (1.2). If E ij (Z) Y’ (Z) ij [f ] h ( ) 
axi J 

r ( )

for all f E then 0 E 

PROOF. Let f E Hzl (Q); by assumption, we E Hl (Q). In
z axi j

particular, we have AG[f] e Hr (Q). Since

Therefore 0-’f E H,1 (Q). This implies that the multiplication operator Mllp
is bounded from to Hr (S2). By Theorems 2.3 and 2.5, we have 1/0 E

and so is q5 E 
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By the fact of Example 1, a necessary condition for bounded
I 

a 
from to H1r (S2) or from BMOz(Q) to BMOz(Q) is aij E LMO(Q).
We need aij satisfy a little bit better condition than One of them
is aij E We say f E if f E and L( f ; x, r) - 0
as r ~~ 0 uniformly for x E Q. Another familiar function space D(S2) which is
slightly smaller than is the space of all functions satisfying Dini’s
condition:

where

REMARK 2. If we assume that S2 has a defining function p such that

Vp satisfies the Dini’s condition on then we have a similar result as

Theorem 2.3: If q5 E LMO(Q) then Mp is bounded on 

Hr (S2), BMOz(Q) and BMOr(Q), respectively. Conversely, if Mp is bounded
from to H,1 (Q) then 0 E LMO(S2).

The relation between LMOO(Q) and D(S2) is given by the following lemma.
The proof is quite elementary, we omit the details here.

LEMMA 3. l. If f satisfies Dini’s condition, then f E L M Oo (SZ).

In order to solve (1.2), and derive the solution operator G[ f ] as an integral
operator. We shall recall some arguments and fomulation given in [CFL2]. Let

where (a i~ (x ) ) = (A (x ) ) -1 and n &#x3E; 2. For 1  i , j  n, denote

Let

Then for any function u E C’ (0) and xo E S2, we have
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Applying £ to the above identity, we have

Since

replacing xo by x in the above identities, we have the following formula

where

A direct calculation shows that

It is easy to see that for any y E B(xo, 3) and x E Rn B B(xo, 26), we have

where C depending only and A.
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Thus Kij is a semi-standard Calderon-Zygmund kernel. In order that The-
orem 2.5 (iii) holds for we need the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. Let aij E D(Q) n L ’ (0) and a S2 E Then

(i) T Kij and HZ (SZ) --+ Hr (Q) are bounded;
(ii) TKii and Taeij : B M Or (Q) are bounded;

(iii) TKij ] is bounded on both Hr (SZ) and B M Or (Q)- Moreover

The proof of the lemma can be obtained by using the smoothness of Kij
(in particular, (3.7)), the atomic decomposition for (see Remark 1),
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5. We omit the details here.

As a corollary of Lemma 3.2 and Remark 2, we have

COROLLARY 3.3. If aij E n E LMO(Q) rl 
then Cp = [ Mp, bounded from B M OZ (S2) to B M Or (Q), and on HZ (S2) to
Hrl (Q). Moreover, let Bo be a ball in SZ such that

and

Then for any supp(u) C Bo we have

and

The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.4. Let Q be a bounded domain in R n with 1 boundary. Let
A = (ajk (x))n xn be an n x n symmetric matrix satisfying (1.1), and let ajk satisfy
the Dini’s condition (3.3). Then the equation (1.2) has a unique solution G[ f’] such
that ] is bounded from H1Z (S2) to Hr1 (S2) and as well as from BMOz(Q)

l J

to BMOr (03A9).
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PROOF. The existence and uniqueness of the solution G[ f ] can be found in
[GT]. We need only to prove

and

We shall prove (3.12) while (3.13) follows similarly.
In order to prove (3.12), we use the partition of unity. Let 1/Ik e 

with support in for some s &#x3E; 0 small (will be chosen later) so that

(i) 1, n 1 on S2 and for all 1 m ;

(ii) either xk e 8Q or dist(B(xk; s), aS2) ? loo~
Thus G[f] = = ] for all x E Q where =

Therefore, we separate the estimation into the following two cases.

CASE 1. If dist(B(xk; s), aS2) &#x3E; 0. We choose 03B5 small so that

By Corollary 3.3 and the following calculation:

One can easily see that

CASE 2. If xk E As usual, we try to flatten the boudary of a S2 n

B(Xk; 8). Let 4$ : : B~ ~ is a 
1 diffeomorphsim so that

4$(y’, 0) E aS2 n B(Xk; 8) where B: = {(y’, Yn) E B(O; 8) : yn &#x3E; OJ. If we

let B(y) = ~’(y)tA(~(y»~’(y). Then
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where ), I = h . h(4$) and A I = A - A(4$) where h(4$) and A(4$) denote the
smallest and greatest eigenvalues of ~’(y)t~’(y) for all y E B£ (o). Let

Then, a simple calculation shows that

Since (Dk the linear term above is easy to handle. This leads us to

consider the solution operator G[ f ] for the Dirichlet problem:

.

For this case, the expression for was given by Chiarenza, Frasca andayl j
Longo [CFL2]. Let us recall their formula as follows. First we need some
notations. Let b(x) the n-th row vector of B(x), and let

Let r, ri i and r ij be defined as (3.5) and (3.6) by replacing ai&#x3E; by We

first find an integral representation for the second derivative of the solution u
for problem (1.2). Imitating notations in [CFL2], we have the following: If

u E C2 (B,) and u (x’, 0) = 0, then

where
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when 

when 1  i  n, and

By using the estimation [CFL2, Lemma 3.1 ] : 
for all y E 1R¡, we can deal with kernels: T (x) - y),

similarily to y) in Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3. Therefore, with
similar arguments of Corollary 3.3 and the argument of Case 1, we have the
following result by choosing small E depending only on so that

Combining (3.14) and (3.15), we have
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Notice that G[ f can be approximated by smooth functions in Co (2) in 
norm, embedding c is compact, and m  We
have

where C (8, Q) is a constant depending only on s, Q and lIaij Here 1 (Q)
denotes the space of all functions with themself and their gradients belong to

Therefore, the proof of Theorem 3.4 is complete.

4. - Sharper condition of a Q

It is clear that a 03A9 E 1 is the minimum condition so that is
axi axj

bounded from BMOz(Q) to BMOr(Q). However, the condition a SZ E 1

can be weakened so that is bounded from 1 (SZ) to Hr1(Q). The main
axi axj 

z

purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1. Let SZ be a bounded domain in lRn with a defining function p
such that ~p satisfying the Dini’s condition on aS2. Let A = (ajk) be an n x n
matrix satisfying ( 1.1 ), and let ajk E C 1 (-Q). Then the equation (1.2) has a unique
solution G[ f ] such that ] is bounded on H1 z (Q) to Hr (Q).

PROOF. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4.
But in the case B(Xk; s) n a S2 :A o is much subtle. Therefore, we shall give a
detail argument for this case. In fact, the difficulty is from the linear term by
when we make a change of coordinates. As we did in Section 3, since a Q has
a defining function p so that ~p E D(Q), the Dini’s class, it follows that there
is a map (Do : B+ ---&#x3E;. B(xk; s) n a03A9 S2 with VP E D(Q). Let B110 be the inverse
map of Denote Qi = ~ (B£ ) and let Blip be the solution of

Then is non-degenerate in Q, 1 when E is small enough. Let be
defined by
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Then

Since is non-singular matrix, this implies that
k

Assume G[ f ] is the unique solution of

Let v (y) = Then

Therefore,

Let t7 E C@° (B t0, s)) so that t7 = 1 on B(0, s /2). Then
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Since aij is C 1 and is Dini, we have bij is Dini. Applying Theorem 3.4,
we have

By the fact W2,I 1 c 1 is compact, one can see that

where C is constant depending on E and Dini norm of bij, as we explained in
Section 3. By partition of the unity, we have completed the proof of Theorem
4.1.

Finally, we give the following remark.

REMARK 3. The argument of the proof of Theorem 4.1 can be used to
prove the asssertion: With the assumption of Theorem 4.1, the second derivative
of the Green’s operator for the Dirichlet problem (1.2) is bounded from 
to Hl (Q). As we have seen in Remark 1, there are two kinds of ~ atoms.
For a type (a ) atom, the proof follows exactly like Theorem 4.1 since they are
also H 1 atoms in For a type (b) atom a (x), since the support of a (x) is

contained in a ball B whose diameter is comparable to distance dist(B, 8Q),
we may extend a (x ) oddly as an H 1 atom. Similarly, we need to extend the
Green’s operator to a neighborhood of S2 with reflection as what was done in
[CKS] and [CDS], one can prove the above assertion, we leave the details to
interested readers.
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